Using the Climate Inspector
Click on the map
for climate data

Search for a
specific location

Choose other variables
and emission scenarios

Move time slider to
update map & figures

Figures update when
time or location changes

Download map
image or data

About Climate Inspector:
The Climate Inspector is an interactive web application which expands GIS mapping and graphing capabilities to
visualize possible temperature and precipitation changes throughout the 21st century. The maps and graphs are
generated from a large dataset of climate simulations by the NCAR Community Climate System Model (CCSM4). These
simulations were prepared for the 5th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. With
Climate Inspector you can explore how temperature and precipitation may change based on different emission
trajectories (i.e., Representative Concentration Pathways), investigate climate changes around the globe and through
time, inspect climate trends, variability and uncertainty, and download maps and data. Here you can download
temporal climate data for a single grid cell. If you would like to download data for a globe or a region in a shapefile or
textfile format please visit our data page.
If you need extra help, click on the "?" button or contact our team.

Location Search
Use the search box to search for place names. A place name may be the name of a city, county, state, province, or
country name. Only cities with a population greater than 500 were included. Search strings should contain only plain
ASCII characters and use widely accepted international or English names.
Examples:
Search for "Boulder, Colorado", not for "80301"
Search for "Russian Federation", not for "Russia“
Do not use zip codes or geographic coordinates. Only placenames will be matched. Search results are sorted first by
the strength of string matching to the input search string, and then in descending order by population. Search results
are limited to the top 20 matches. The search results dialog will give search options as well as additional information,
such as the county name, province or state name, and country. Place name data is based on the Geonames
geographical database (http://www.geonames.org/)

Variables
Temperature Change
20-year running mean of annual near-surface air temperature departure relative to 1986-2005 mean. Air temperature
is the bulk temperature of the air, not the surface (skin) temperature. Calculated using variable 'tas' from CESM
atmospheric component model. Units: °F and °C
Precipitation Change (includes both liquid and solid phases)
20-year running mean of annual precipitation amount anomaly relative to 1986-2005 mean. Calculated using variable
'pr' from CESM atmospheric component model. Units: inches/year and mm/year

Downloading Data
The download buttons allow data and map images to be downloaded for offline use. The map image will be provided
in PNG image format, and download instructions will vary by browser. Both the annual and monthly data files are
provided in CSV (comma-separated value) format and can be viewed in an application such as Microsoft Excel.

Representative Concentration Pathways
The climate change scenarios have been redesigned for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth
Assessment Report. Previous SRES Emission Scenarios were designed to represent socio-economic development
storylines and estimate associated emissions over the 21st century. The new approach defines Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs), which provide concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) and the
trajectory that is taken over time to reach those concentrations. These RCPs are named according to the level of
radiative forcing (enhanced greenhouse effect or warming) that they produce by the year 2100. The four RCPs that
have been produced include one high pathway in which radiative forcing reaches 8.5 Watts per square meter (Wm-2)
by 2100, two intermediate 'stabilization pathways' in which radiative forcing is stabilized at 6 Wm-2 and 4.5 Wm-2
after 2100, and one low pathway in which radiative forcing peaks around 3 Wm-2 before 2100 and declines. This low
scenario describes GHG emissions that drop below zero around 2070 and continue to decrease (carbon-negative).
These RCPs themselves are not linked to any one socio-economic scenario: many difference socio-economic scenarios
could give rise to similar changes in atmospheric constituents. Further, RCPs should not be considered as forecasts or
absolute bounds. They are representative of plausible alternative scenarios of the future but are not predictions or
forecasts. No RCP is intended as a best guess or most likely outcome.
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